GENERAL
INFORMATION

FOCUS11 closed its doors on Sunday, June 19th,
after eight days of stimulating events. FOCUS
aims to promote contemporary African art during
ART Basel (Switzerland) and combines different
approaches in highlighting various art scenes.
This year there was much to see and experience
with both a gallery section and a curated show
presenting independent artists on the one hand,
and the symposium and daily artist talks on the
other. Whilst last year’s show focused on street
art, this year the emphasis was on performance
art.
FOCUS11 attracted a wide variety of visitors
from local population to international collectors,
art professionals, major art institutions, and the
press. It proved itself to be an exceptional
platform for many of its participants, yet again
provoking collectors’ interest, and providing a
chance to connect, encouraging further
collaborations between the participants. The
organizers of FOCUS11 are pleased with the
outcome of this year’s edition.

Manuela Sambo (right) and Ayana V. Jackson (left),
represented by Gallery Peter Herrmann.

“We feel that the standard has once
again been raised in many respects. As
a result more and more people have
shown interest in the show and its
accompanying events. Since the first
edition in 2009 we have managed to
build up the show year for year,
offering a good basis to explore
possibilities for another edition in
2012.“

FOCUS11 attracted more than 3000 visitors from 15th to
19th of June 2011.

Ayana V. Jackson with a visitor in front of her work.

SECTIONS

With an upbeat location just minutes away
from the main fair, FOCUS11 provided
galleries, curators, art critics, collectors and
others with a perfect chance for networking.
FOCUS11 showcased galleries and art
institutions, and featured a series of emerging
and established artists in the show curated by
Christine Eyene (London).
The section for galleries and art institutions
included Galerie Imane Farès (Paris), Galerie
Peter Herrmann (Berlin), Strip of Gaza
(Lagos), and Doual’art (Douala).
The curated show, “The Gig”, presented the
following artists: Nirveda Alleck, Steve
Bandoma, JanHenri Booyens, Ato Malinda,
Nathalie Mba Bikoro, Mohau Modisakeng,
Rowan Pybus, Youssef Tabti, Fabrice
Temagna Wamba, and Graeme Williams.
Besides the gallery section and the curated
show, FOCUS11 was also proud to present
and support an independent, ongoing project
by the NONNON Collective, titled “The
Unknowing Grammar of Inhabiting A Text”,
and “IN/FLUX # 1”, a compilation of
experimental films and videos from the
African world, curated by Dominique
Malaquais, Cédric Vincent and Silke
Schmickl.

Mohau Modisakeng: Qhatha (2010), CPrint.

Nermine Hammam was represented by Galerie Imane Farès.

Graeme Williams: Phutanang Township, Kimberly (2011)
(right). JanHenri Booyens: Black Flag (2011) (left).

TALKS

There was an Artist’s talk every day during
FOCUS11. This chance for exchange and
the deepening of understanding was much
appreciated on all sides.
Directly in keeping with the intention of
providing a platform for dialogue, which
FOCUS has been encouraging and
continually extending for three years now,
these presentations of the varied art works
offered visitors, curators, artists, and other
gallerists the possibility both to gain insight
into the background of the exhibited works,
and to discover something new.
Furthermore, FOCUS11’s curator, Christine
Eyene, and Raphael Chikukwa, Curator of
the National Gallery of Zimbabwe,
discussed the theme “Curating in Africa and
the Diaspora: from network to collaborative
practice” in the Curators’ Talk, while Peter
Herrmann (Galerie Peter Herrmann) and
Didier Schaub (Doual’art) talked about
“Africa on the market: current trends”.

JanHenry Booyens and Mohau Modisakeng at the round table of the artist talks, moderation by
Jonathan Garnham (Blank Projects, SA).

Donna Kukama (right) and visitors during the opening ceremony.

PERFORMANCES

The main theme of this year’s edition was
performance art. While various aspects of the
theme were discussed during the symposium
that took place over the weekend leading up
to the opening of FOCUS11, to mark the
beginning of the show there were two
chances to experience a performance at the
preview. Both Nathalie Mba Bikoro and
Ntando Cele presented the public with
challenging performances and during
FOCUSweek also performed further works
live.
Ato Malinda, Nirveda Alleck and Fabrice
Wamba are further artists from the
performance world who were presented in
the curated show. Donna Kukuma of NON
NON Collective, who is with FOCUS in
Basel as an Artist in Residence
independently of the show at the moment,
also made use of the chance to present live
interventions within the framework of
FOCUS11.

Nathalie Bikoro and guests listening to the opening speech of FOCUS11.

Ntando Cele presenting her performance "Cyber session" at
FOCUS11.

The public is following Nathalie Bikoro's performance.

SYMPOSIUM

This year for the first time a twoday
symposium was organized as part of
FOCUS11. The discussions centred on the
theme of “Performances and Live Art”. Six
artists and curators from all over Africa and
Europe presented a variety of works and
views, and discussed their experiences and
questions relevant to the topics, close up in
a small group.The extended programme
received extremely positive feedback, and
hence a sequel is already planned for 2012;
Symposium@FOCUS12 will be developed
in cooperation with local partners at the
University of Basel and at Basel’s Museum
der Kulturen.

Raphael Chikukwa (left) and Christine Eyene at the curater's
talk about .

Claudia Marion Stemberger presents her work at the
Symposium@FOCUS11.

FOCUS attracted a lot of professionals and provided an exclusive opportunity for networking.

PROGRAM
Tuesday, June 14
6pm :: Vernissage featuring
two performances by Ntando
Cele & Nathalie Mba Bikoro
Wednesday, June 15
6pm :: artist talk  Youssef
Tabti
6.30pm :: artist talk  Nathalie
Mba Bikoro
Thursday, June 16
6pm :: artist talk  Graeme
Williams
6.30pm :: artist talk  Nirveda
Alleck
Friday, June 17
6pm :: curators talk: "Curating
in Africa and the Diaspora:
from network to collaborative
practice"
7pm :: artist talk  Mohau
Modisakeng and JanHenri
Booyens
8pm :: FOCUS11Lounge

Saturday, June 18
12am :: Public Intervention by Ato Malinda,
starting at Rheingasse 33
6pm :: Gallerie's round table: "Africa on the
market: current trends"
7pm :: performance by Ntando Cele
8pm :: FOCUS11Lounge featuring DJ Voja
Sunday, June 19
4pm :: performances Ntando Cele and
Donna Kukama (NONNON collective)
6pm :: Closing
Daily:
"IN/FLUX  Mediatrips from the African
World" a series of three DVDs. Each DVD
is a compilation of experimental films and
videos from the African world.
"The Unknowing Grammar of Inhabiting A
Text" an ongoing project by the NONNON
collective.
FOCUS11 Lounge 1  12 p.m.

Catalogue/Fanzines
FOCUS11 produced a catalogue for the first time this year, in the
form of Fanzines. There is an individual folder for each artist and
gallery, presenting selected works and a biography. One can buy the
Fanzines separately or as a full set.

CONCLUSION

With this year’s FOCUS further important
steps were taken in the process towards the
construction of a European platform for
contemporary African art. Seraina Müller
and Christoph Schön, founders and Co
directors of FOCUS are delighted with the
apparent results. In particular, the
symposium and the diverse talks will be
developed further. A lot of attention will also
be paid to FOCUS12’s online presence
during the coming year.
As specific goals for the 2012 edition, they
want to
 strengthen local partnerships and extend
them to a national level
 collaborate with experts in order to
evaluate the concept of FOCUS ingeneral as
well as to develop the 2012 edition
 extend the collector’s network define
criteria to ensure the quality of the show
attract more visitors

Nathalie Bikoro during the opening ceremony.

Presentation of Doul'art on the second floor of FOCUS11.

Mohau Modisakeng, Raphael Chikukwa, Nathalie Bikoro, Ato Malinda, Ayana Jackson, Fabrice Wamba (from left to right)
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MEDIA REPORTS
(SELECTION)

Despite great competition with ART Basel,
FOCUS succeeded in securing its place in
the local press again this year, with a long
article in the culture section of the Basler
Zeitung. Internationally it was conspicuous
due to a lengthy, illustrated article running
over several sites in Germany’s newspaper
of commerce, “Handelsblatt”.
The newly created Blog met with great
interest in the onlinecommunity. Through
the blog, pictures, information, and various
videointerviews with relevant people
offered a lively compliment to the
informative website www.focus11.ch. The
interactive blog will be further developed
through the coming year in anticipation of
FOCUS Edition 2012.

Handelsblatt, June 16 201, online

FOCUS11's Blog: http://focus11.ch/WordPress/
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Basler Zeitung, June 16 2011, p. 38

